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Hope you are all well and please spare a thought for
some of our members and loved ones who are not in
the best of health. These are strange times with
experiences none of us have ever had to deal with in
our lives so far. We can call ourselves very fortunate
where we live and particularly our area which is so
far untouched by the virus and hopefully will stay
that way. The isolation in the lockdown is for some
people very difficult to manage but with technology
we can keep in contact and I would like to encourage
communication between us. We all have a story to
tell - good, bad or indifferent is not relevant. The
main objective is communication in our community.
Personally I have done some woodworking again due
to the enforced lockdown and our garden has seen
some attention as well.
On Friday before the lockdown I parked behind
‘Grumpies’ at Mogo to get some lunch with Marilyn
and I saw the Lady from the ‘Mogo Collective’ sitting
on the steps of her shop. She sent me a text two
weeks ago to say that she could not sell my ‘crane
lamp’ and I should collect it when possible. So I
strolled over to her and said that I would take it after
we had lunch. “Not necessary” she replied. Just sold
it last week to some people who were looking for a
lamp exactly like that. Unfortunately we couldn’t
have lunch as the lockdown just started but I drove
home much richer.
Some news came in from the ESC in regard to the
Mogo development plan. The preliminary plan was
received by the Council from the urban planners and
is published on the Council website. We are invited
to participate in an online discussion with the planner

and Council. This seems to be
a longer process before any
binding decisions are made, so
please be patient.
Our two workshop days were
quite successful with some
happy customers which was
pleasing to see. Our kitchen is
fully functional complete with a coffee machine
which I have not commissioned yet. A fridge is
coming soon to complete our catering facility. We
still have to iron out some little idiosyncrasies with
machinery we discovered during the day. Some
machines have to be updated and fixed before we
can use them on the floor.
It was good after over 18 months to get together
again and do what we like to do. To take a line from
Eric “we hurried to open up, to close down again”
which sound’s depressing but that is only temporary
and we will be in business again soon.
We had to postpone our workshop days, meetings
and upcoming AGM until further notice. Please do
not despair we will be in business as soon as possible.
We have some orders to fill which are currently
worked on by lonely single members who probably
need some assistance when the lockdowns are over.
Be patient, be safe, communicate and we definitely
will see you soon, Helmut

Keith Hartas always comes up with something different. This time
he has made two decorative boxes using timbers he scrounged
lying around. On this one he used burnt timber found after the
2019 Malua Bay fires, then applied a gloss lacquer to seal. For the
lid he used burnt twigs and gum nuts laid out on a bed of red resin,
and sealed with clear epoxy resin. The decorative front and hinges
of the box were from the piano found in the ashes of the Gold
Rush Colony community hall.

The other box is made from driftwood found on Lilly
Pilly Beach. The lid is decorated with plastic
materials found on the beach laid on white plastic
and sealed in clear epoxy resin.

John Tanner continues to work on tools recovered from the 2019
fire, replacing the handles, this time using both red gum and
spotted gum. Whilst the handles were destroyed on these chisels
and turning tools, the high tensile steel only needed polishing.
John used copper plumbing fittings cut to size as the ferrules,
giving a very special finish. John asked if members could only use
a wooden mallet when working with the chisels.
This month we had 2 similar items made by 2 people, i.e. Helen
Warland and Peter McDowell - both knitting yarn spindles. I
didn’t get to the bottom of why, however, as Helen is a member of
the Spinner and Weavers group, this may have something to do with it. Helen used
pine for her piece (left), and Peter used spotted gum (right). Helen’s spindle is one solid
piece whereas Pete’s spindle rotates on the base. He was experimenting to try to use a
caravan wheel bearing.
This rather weird piece was created by Rick Stanford. Believe it
or not it’s a whistle. Its very big for a whistle, and apparently
Rick had to make a few before he got one to actually work. He
saw something similar and decided he could make it in the form
of a train. Rick, maybe don’t give up your day job ??

Coffee table restoration … Mal McDonald, Dave
Smith and Val Byrne
At the Moruya Show last January, a lady from Moruya
approached the Woodies requesting an unusually large
chopping board be made from Spotted Gum for her
kitchen which we were happy to supply. Later on she
enquired about the club making a table top in the same
wood to replace an ageing coffee table top which was
splitting and basically falling apart. No problem we
thought at the time! It’s only 1200mm x 900mm x
30mm thick !
David Smith and I sorted through the slabbed collection of wood and found some perfect pieces which would
fit the bill. After stripping them down into suitable widths we encountered problems when putting them
through Dave’s thicknesser as the wavy grain patterns caused areas of tearing out in the wood so the slow
process of feeding them through the drum sander came to the rescue. Next was squaring and straightening
the planks on my table saw and gluing them together using Titebond 111. Final hand sanding and two coats
of China Tung Oil and the job was done. The customer was very delighted with the finished table top and it
now sits pride of place in her lounge room.
Mal McDonald

Bath Cover … Helmut
Helmut was asked to make a timber top to cover a bath. He used
140 x 19mm pine and edged it with 90 x 18mm cedar. All boards
are biscuit jointed and glued with Titebond 3 (waterproofed
glue) together. The cover was finished with polyurethane, Tung
oil & turps mixed in equal portions and a coat of wax. Helmut

For those who couldn’t attend the August meeting, here
are a couple of photos of the set up in two of the
containers. Note the board with hand tools, clamps, etc
neatly adorning the side wall of the container, and the
turning tools on the right. We have two operating lathes
ready for use.

The other container is set up with dust extraction
units fitted to the sanders. The heavier equipment
behind rolls out to the central inter-connecting part
of the workshop using sturdy ramps strategically
placed in position. Very clever!

At the inaugural workshop day on Monday August 8,
we had a quick demo on the new table saw (shown
right) as it is a little different and will be in high
demand. Here are some of the members attending
the opening day. Of course, no decent workshop
would be without its own café. An end section of
one of the containers has been set up with tea and
coffee making facilities, cups, mugs and a microwave
oven. It is appropriately named “Barry's Brasserie”
So, all we need now is a free run from Covid
restrictions, and members to come on either a
Monday or Wednesday from 9.00 to 3.00.

Pride of place at the entrance to our new premises is the Woodies sign made by a friend of Barry Fenning
for our Club in memory of our old burnt workshop. It’s good to see it hanging proudly in our new home.

Once again, many thanks to all who gave their time to get us up and running. Special thanks go to Peter
McDowell, Eric, Barry, and Helmut to name but a few. The remaining equipment was removed from Agnew
Store and transferred over by volunteer members. Also thanks to Dave Smith who arranged the donation of
the benches, and collected them from Sydney and installed them, the electrical contractor ‘Level 2’ who
donated his time to connect us up to the grid, and to the Love Family who have not only allowed us onto
their property, but donated $5,000 to go towards the cost of the workshop.

This is a selection of old hand
tools donated to the Club which
are available to members to use
in their home workshops. A small
donation would be appreciated.

THE MAKING OF WOODEN HINGES … Helmut
Some years ago I made some wooden hinges for a document box from
Huon Pine which turned out to be quite successful. My most recent
attempt was frustrating to say the least due to the timber I used. My first
attempt was with Iron bark which is much too brittle and could not be
routed without splintering. The second attempt was with oak which was
too weak in the finger joints and broke under minimum of stress. I
concluded after three days and many not vocalised swear words that one
has to use a good quality, short fibre timber. For the colour I chose
mahogany which turned out to be very good to work with.
The process starts to cut strips of timber five (5) times the diameter of the
router 10mm thick. Proportion is important in so far that the hinge doesn’t
look lumpy or too flimsy and is functional.
In my arsenal of routers there are not many metric sizes consequently I
used a ¼ inch router which is about 6.35mm times five equals 31.75mm
which is the width of the strip.
The next step is to route two and three equal spaced slots in the end of the strips about 10.5mm high.
For this purposes I made a finger joint jig which is a straight piece of timber mounted to a mitre gauge with a
finger protruding off the equal size of the router. Setting of the jig is important for the hinge to work.
The next step is drilling a hole through the fingers of both
parts to insert the axes of the hinge. Again that has to be very
accurate for the hinge to work. I invested in a jig to drill a hole
perfectly in the centre of the three finger piece if the end is
rounded off
Then the two and three finger pieces are joined and clamped
in a vice and drilled through to the required diameter. I chose
bamboo skewers as they are uniform and perfectly 3.8mm in
diameter.

The last step is to insert the skewer and glue one side to the
block to prevent the axial from moving
Helmut

Paul Nolan sent through this very handy hint to remove a damaged wood screw that has lost one side of the
groove. .. read on
Place the screw driver against the good side and a wooden block hard against
the driver and turn. The screw will come out as if the head was intact.
Know how to find the centre of a circle?
This is sometimes essential when you are doing various
measuring jobs around the house.
Draw a straight line across the circle at the top from Y to Z.
Draw this at any point in the upper section of the circle. Now
use a square to draw a rectangle within the circle. Use the Y to
Z line to create the rectangle.
When the rectangle is drawn within the circle, draw lines
diagonally from one corner of the rectangle to another as
illustrated. The exact centre of the circle will always be at the
point where these two diagonal lines cross.

It’s AGM time again and the current Committee are encouraging members to put themselves up, or
nominate someone else, to join the Committee for the 2021 / 2022 year. Of course you will need to
be nominated by a fellow member, or clear it with a fellow member before sending the nomination
form (attached to this email) to Eric, current Secretary. Now our lockdown is expected to be
extended again, this gives you plenty of time to think about becoming a Committee person, or even
take on one of the ‘top jobs’ yourself.

Anyone know what this tool is for?? Steve Stuart who is “minding” some of our gear up in his shed at North
Batemans found this little treasure in his workshop sometime ago. Now Steve is a long time farmer, who
has had cattle, sheep and everything else that moves on their past farms. He has fenced, built a home ..
you name it, and he has no idea what it is or how to use it. So he kindly gave it to my husband to annoy the
heck out of him. We can’t find anyone who has any idea, so I thought I would put it out to the brains trust
to come up with some suggestions. This may well be a dangerous thing to do, but what the heck. So, if you
have any thoughts, send them to either Malcolm or myself. Good luck!

Dates for Your Diary
Next Monthly Meeting — Who knows. Just keep making
things with timber and be grateful we live in Australia!

Proposed Sales Days 2021 : All Covid restrictions
dependent.
Possibly 27th November
Possibly November
Possibly November/
December

Village Centre, B.B
Hospital Handmade Markets, B.B
BB Village Centre

